### Module title
Practical Training in Didactics and Teaching Methodology - Grundschule

### Abbreviation
04-GeoGS-SfP-Did-152-m01

### Module coordinator
Subject Representative (Fachvertreter) Geography Didactics

### Module offered by
Institute of Geography and Geology

### ECTS
4

### Method of grading
numerical grade

### Only after succ. compl. of module(s)
--

### Duration
1 semester

### Module level
undergraduate

### Other prerequisites
--

## Contents
During the educational work placement, which fits the students studies, the main focus of the studies lies on the acquisition of a teacher’s work during the subject teaching; Thus, the course is designed to made first experiences concerning the technical planning and analysis of courses as well as an own teaching approach. The educational work placement, which fits the students studies and lasts one semester, is determined concerning form and substance by LPO I (§ 34, 4).

### Intended learning outcomes
Students have the competence to implement the subject-specific class preparation and lesson analysis of the course. They are able to reflect about the suitability of self-critically.

### Courses
(type, number of weekly contact hours, language — if other than German)

P (0) + S (2)

### Method of assessment
(type, scope, language — if other than German, examination offered — if not every semester, information on whether module is creditable for bonus)

Documentation of graded teaching practice (approx. 20 pages)

Contents and duration of placement as specified in Section 34 Subsection 1 Sentence 1 No. 4 LPO I (examination regulations for teaching-degree programmes); participation in mandatory teaching practice, completion of all set tasks as specified by placement school.

### Allocation of places
--

### Additional information
--

### Referred to in LPO I
(examination regulations for teaching-degree programmes)

§ 34 I 1 Nr. 4

### Module appears in
First state examination for the teaching degree Grundschule Geography (2015)
First state examination for the teaching degree Grundschule Educational Science (2015)